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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w xRecently, Giannessi 10 first introduced a vector variational inequality
for vector-valued functions in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. Since
w x w x w xthen, Chen et al. 3]8 , Lee et al. 13]15 , and Yang 22]24 have
intensively studied vector variational inequalites for vector-valued func-
w xtions in abstract spaces. In particular, Chen and Cheng 3 studied
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vector quasivariational inequalities for vector-valued functions in a finite-
w xdimensional Euclidean space. Lee et al. 13 obtained the existence theo-
rem of solutions for a generalized vector variational inequality for multi-
functions with vector values in an abstract space.
w xVery recently, Kum 12 studied the quasivariational inequalities and the
quasivariational-like inequalites for scalar valued functions and proved
w xsome existence theorems of solutions for his inequalities. Yang 24 estab-
lished the existence theorem of a vector variational-like inequality for
vector-valued functions and obtained the relationship between a kind of
the vector variational-like inequality and a vector optimization problem
involving differentiable functions.
w xIn this paper, inspired by recent works 2, 3, 12, 18, 24, 25 , we consider
the vector quasivariational inequalites and the vector quasivariational-like
inequalities for multifunctions with vector values and prove some existence
theorems of solutions for our inequalities. Special cases of our inequalities
are also discussed. Moreover, we give the relationship between a kind of
the vector variational inequality for multifunctions with vector values and
a vector optimization problem involving nondifferentiable Lipschitz func-
tions.
Now we give some definitions and preliminary results needed in the
later sections.
In the sequel, we will denote the real number system by R and let
H  4R s x g R: x G 0 . For a subset C of a topological space, int C and C
will denote the interior and the closure, respectively.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Y be a real Hausdorff topological vector space
with a convex cone K such that int K / B and K / Y, and C be a
nonempty subset of Y.
 .  .1 A point y g C is called a vector minimal Pareto-minimal point
 4of C if for any y g C, y y y f yK _ 0 .
The set of all the vector minimal points of C is denoted by Min C.K
 .2 A point y g C is called a weakly vector minimal point of C if for
any y g C, y y y f yint K.
The set of all the weakly vector minimal points of C is denoted by
WMin C.K
H  .Let E s R and K s R , the weakly vector minimal point reduces to
the usual minimum of C in R.
It is easy to know that Min C ; WMin C. For the basic properties ofK K
 . w x w xweakly vector minimal points, we refer to Jahn 11 and Luc 16 .
w xLEMMA 1.1 11, 16 . Let C be a nonempty compact subset of a real
Hausdorff topological ¨ector space Y with a closed con¨ex cone K such that
K / Y. Then Min C / B.K
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If in addition, int K / B, then WMin C / B.K
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a real Haus-
dorff topological vector space E, Y be a real Hausdorff topological vector
space with a convex cone K such that K / Y and f : X ª Y be a function.
We say that
 . w x1 f is said to be K-convex if for any x, y g X and l g 0, 1 ,
f l x q 1 y l y g l f x q 1 y l f y y K . .  .  .  . .
 .2 f is said to be natural K-quasiconvex if for any x, y g X and
w xl g 0, 1 ,
f l x q 1 y l y g co f x , f y y K , 4 .  .  . .
where co A is the convexhull of a set A.
 . w x3 f is said to be K-quasiconvex if for any x, y g X and l g 0, 1 ,
f l x q 1 y l y g z y K , for all z g U f x , f y , .  .  . .  .
  .  ..  .  .where U f x , f y is the upper bounds of f x and f y , i.e.,
  .  ..   .  . 4U f x , f y [ z g Y: f x g z y K and f y g z y K .
In the particular case where Y s R and Y s RH, the K-convexity
becomes the convexity in the usual sence, and the natural K-quasiconvex-
ity and the K-quasiconvexity reduce to the quasiconvexity in the usual
sense.
w x  .Remark 1.1 21 . 1 Every K-convex function is natural K-quasicon-
vex.
 .2 Every natural K-quasiconvex function is K-quasiconvex.
Let F be a multifunction from a topological space X into a topological
 .space E. Then F is said to be upper semi-continuous shortly u.s.c. if for
 .any x g X and any open set U containing F x , there exists a neighbor-0 0
 .  .  .hood N x of x such that F x ; U for all x g N x . Also, F is said to0 0 0
 .be lower semi-continuous shortly l.s.c. if for any x g X and any open set0
 .  .U which intersects F x , there exists a neighborhood N x of x such0 0 0
 .  .that F x l U / B for all x g N x . And F is said to be continuous if F0
 .is u.s.c. and l.s.c.. F is said to be closed if the graph of F:s x, y g X =
 .4  .E: y g F x is closed. F is said to be compact if the range of F: F X [
 .D F x is contained in a compact subset of E.x g X
We recall that a topological space is acyclic if all the reduced Cech
homology groups over rationals vanish. It is worth noticing that any
contractible space is acyclic, and thus any convex or star-shaped set if
acyclic.
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A multifunction F: X ª 2 E is usually called an acyclic map if F is u.s.c.,
 .and for any x g X, F x is nonempty, compact, and acyclic.
w xLEMMA 1.2 1 . Let X and E be two Hausdorff topological spaces, and
F: X ª 2 E be a mulfifunction.
 .1 If F is u.s.c. and compact-¨ alued, then F is closed.
 .2 If E is compact, and F is closed, then F is u.s.c.
 .  .3 If X is compact, and F is u.s.c. and compact-¨ alued, then F X is
compact.
The following theorem is the generalized fixed point theorem due to
w xPark 19, Theorem 7 , which is a generalization of Fan]Glicksberg]
Katutani fixed point theorem;
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a nonempty con¨ex subset of a real locally con¨ex
Hausdorff topological ¨ector space E. If F: X ª 2 E is a compact acyclic
 .map, then there exist x g X such that x g F x .
2. VECTOR QUASIVARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES
w xWe first present a vector version of Kum's result 12, Theorem 1 , which
is an existence theorem for the vector quasivariational inequality for
multifunctions with vector values, under some modifications in the case
that X is compact and convex.
THEOREM 2.1. Let E and F be two real locally con¨ex Hausdorff topologi-
cal ¨ector spaces, X be a nonempty compact con¨ex subset of E, and Y be a
real Hausdorff topological ¨ector space with a closed con¨ex cone K such that
int K / B and K / Y. Let S: X ª 2 X be a continuous multifunction with a
nonempty closed ¨alues, T : X ª 2 F be an acyclic map, C be a con¨ex subset
 .of F containing T X , and c : X = C = X ª Y be a continuous mapping
such that
 .  .i for each x, y g X = C, the set
V x , y [ u g S x : c x , y , u g WMin c x , y , S x 4 .  .  .  . .K
is acyclic.
 .  .Then there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
c x , y , x y c x , y , x f yint K for all x g S x . . .  .
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If in addition, the following condition is satisfied,
 .  .  .ii c x, y, x g K for all x, y g X = C,
 .  .then there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
c x , y , x f yint K for all x g S x . . .
Proof. Define a multifunction M: X = C ª 2Y by
M x , y s WMin c x , y , S x , x , y g X = C. .  .  . .K
Since c is continuous and S is compact-valued, it follows from Lemma 1.1
 .  .than M x, y / B for each x, y g X = C.
 .4Now we will show that M is a closed multifunction. Let x , y , zj j j jg J
 .  .be a net in X = C = Y such that x , y , z ª x , y , z g X = C = Yj j j 0 0 0
 .  .and z g M x , y for all j g J. Then there exists s g S x such thatj j j j j
 .  .z s c x , y , s . By Lemma 1.2, S X is compact and S is closed. Hencej j j j
 .we may assume that s ª s for some s g S x . Since c is continuous,j 0 0 0
 .z s c x , y , s .0 0 0 0
 .Suppose that z f M x , y . Then by Definition 1.1, there exists s* g0 0 0
 .  .  .S x such that c x , y , s* y z g yint K. Let z* s c x , y , s* . Then0 0 0 0 0 0
we have
z* y z g yint K . 2.1 .0
 .  U4Since x ª x , s* g S x , and S is l.s.c., there exists a net s such thatj 0 0 j
U  . U U  U .s g S x and s ª s*. Let z s c x , y , s . Since c is continuous,j j j j j j j
U U  . Uz ª z*. Since z y z ª z* y z , by 2.1 , for j large enough z y z gj j j 0 j j
 .  .yint K. This is impossible since z g M x , y . Thus z g M x , y andj j j 0 0 0
hence M is a closed multifunction.
 .Next we will prove that V in assumption i is a closed multifunction.
 .4  .Let x , y , u be a net in X = C = X such that x , y , u ªj j j jg J j j j
 .  .  .x , y , u g X = C = X and u g V x , y for all j g J. Then u g S x0 0 0 j j j j j
 .  .and c x , y , u g M x , y . Since S is closed and c is continuous,j j j j j
 .  .  .u g S x and c x , y , u ª c x , y , u . Since M is closed, u g0 0 j j j 0 0 0 0
 .V x , y and hence V is closed.0 0
Since X is compact and V is closed, by Lemma 1.2, V is u.s.c. and
compact-valued.
Define a multifunction G: X = C ª 2 X=C by
G x , y s V x , y = T x , x , y g X = C. .  .  .  .
Then G is u.s.c. and compact-valued. Since the product of two acyclic sets
 w x.  .is also acyclic by the Kunneth formula Massey 17 , G x, y is acyclic forÈ
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 .  .  .any x, y g X = C. Since S X and T X are compact, and
G X = C ; S X = T X ; X = C , .  .  .
 .G is a compact acyclic map. By Theorem 1.1, there exists x, y g X = C
 .  .  .  .such that x, y g G x, y . Hence we have x g S x , y g T x , and
c x , y , x g WMin c x , y , S x . . . . K
 .Thus for any x g S x ,
c x , y , x y c x , y , x g Y _ yint K . 2.2 .  . .  .
 .  .  .By assumption ii , c x, y, x f yint K for any x g S x . Indeed, suppose
 .  .that there exists x** g S x such that c x, y, x** g yint K. Then by
 .assumption ii ,
c x , y , x** y c x , y , x g yint K y K s yint K , .  .
 .which contradicts 2.2 .
 .  .Hence, there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
c x , y , x f yint K for all x g S x . . .
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X, E, and F be as in Theorem 2.1 and Y be a real
Hausdorff topological ¨ector space with a closed con¨ex cone K such that
 .int K / B, K / Y, and K j yint K s Y. Let P be a pointed con¨ex cone
 4 Xin Y such that P _ 0 ; int K. Let S: X ª 2 be a continuous multifunction
with nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues, T : X ª 2 F be an u.s.c. multifunction
with nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues, C be a con¨ex subset of F containing
 .T X , and c : X = C = X ª Y be a continuous mapping such that
 .  .  .i for each x, y g X = C, the mapping u ¬ c x, y, u is K-
quasicon¨ ex; and
 .  .  .ii c x, y, x g P for all x, y g X = C.
 .  .Then there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
 4c x , y , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . . .
Proof. Put
V x , y s u g S x : c x , y , u .  .  .
g WMin c x , y , S x for each x , y g X = C.4 .  . .K
 .  .We can easily check that V x, y / B for each x, y g X = C.
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 .  .Now we prove that V x, y is convex for each x, y g X = C.
 .  .Since K / Y and K j yint K s Y, then Y _ yint K s K. Let u , u g1 2
 . w x  .V x, y and l , l g 0, 1 with l q l s 1. From the definition of V x, y ,1 2 1 2
we have
u , u g S x , .1 2
c x , y , s y c x , y , u g Y _ yint K s K for any s g S x .  .  .  .1
and
c x , y , s y c x , y , u g Y _ yint K s K for any s g S x . .  .  .  .2
 .  .  .  .By assumption i , c x, y, s y c x, y, l u q l u g K s Y _ yint K1 1 2 2
 .  .  .for any s g S x . Since S x is convex, l u q l u g S x . Hence we1 1 2 2
have
c x , y , l u q l u .1 1 2 2
g WMin c x , y , S x for each x , y g X = C. .  . .K
 .  .Thus l u q l u g V x, y and hence V x, y is convex. Since convexity1 1 2 2
 .  .implies acyclicity, by Theorem 2.1, there exist x g S x and y g T x such
that
 4c x , y , x y c x , y , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . . .  .
 .Since P is pointed, it follows from ii that
 4c x , y , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . . .
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X, E, and F be as in Theorem 2.1, and Y s Rn,
where Rn is the n-dimensional Euclidean space, and P be a closed, pointed,
and con¨ex cone. Let S: X ª 2 X be a continuous multifunction with
nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues, T : X ª 2 F be an u.s.c. multifunction with
 .nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues, C be a con¨ex subset of F containing T X ,
and c : X = C = X ª Y be a continuous mapping such that
 .  .  .i for each x, y g X = C, the mapping u ¬ c x, y, u is natural
P-quasicon¨ ex; and
 .  .  .ii c x, y, x g P for all x, y g X = C.
 .  .Then there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
 4c x , y , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . . .
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Proof. Since P is a closed, pointed, and convex cone in Rn, there exists
x* g Rn, x* / 0, such that
n  : 4  4P _ 0 ; x g R : x*, x ) 0 ,
 : n n  n  :where ? ,? is the scalar product on R = R . Let K s x g R : x*, x
4  n  : 4G 0 . Then int K s x g R : x*, x ) 0 and hence K is a closed convex
 .cone such that int K / B, K / Y, and K j yint K s Y. It follows from
 .  .  .P ; K and i that for each x, y g X = C, the mapping u ¬ c x, y, u is
 .natural K-quasiconvex. Thus the mapping u ¬ c x, y, u is K-quasicon-
 .  .vex. Hence by Corollary 2.1, there exist x g S x and y g T x such that
 4c x , y , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . . .
This completes the proof.
3. VECTOR QUASIVARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITES
Now we give some existence theorems for the vector quasivariational-like
inequalites for multifunctions with vector values.
w xThe following lemma is a generalization of Lemma B in Kum 12 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let E and Y be two real locally con¨ex Hausdorff topological
 .¨ector spaces, X be a bounded subset of E. Let L E, Y be the set of all
continuous linear mappings from E to Y, equipped with the topology of
 .bounded con¨ergence. Then the mapping c : L E, Y = X ª Y, defined for
 .  .  :  :any f g L E, Y and any x g X, c f , x s f , x , where f , x denotes the
e¨aluation of f at x, is continuous.
 .4  .  .Proof. Let f , x be a net converging to f , x in L E, Y = X.j j jg J
Then f ª f and x ª x. Consider the equalityj j
 :  :  :  :f , x y f , x s f y f , x q f , x y x .j j j j j
 .Since L E, Y is equipped with the topology of bounded convergence,
 :  :from the above equality, we can easily check that f , x ª f , x . Hencej j
c is continuous.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
 .Remark. 1 If X is compact, then X is bounded and hence the
mapping c is continuous.
 .2 When E and Y are normed spaces, the mapping c is continuous
without the boundedness of X.
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The following theorem can be regarded as an extension of Theorem 2 in
w xKum 12 ;
THEOREM 3.1. Let X, C, E, Y, K, S, and T be as in Theorem 2.1. Let
 .  .F s L E, Y , and M: X = C ª L E, Y and h: X = X ª E be two contin-
uous mappings.
Suppose that
 .   .  .:  .i M x, y , h x, x g K for all x, y g X = C; and
 .  .ii for each x, y g X = C, the set
 :V x , y s u g S x : M x , y , h u , x .  .  .  .
 :g WMin M x , y , h s, x .  .K 5
 .sgS x
is acyclic.
Then there exists a solution of the following weak ¨ector quasi¨ ariational-like
 .inequality WVQV-LI :
 .  .  .WVQV-LI Find x g S x and y g T x such that
 :M x , y , h x , x f yint K for all x g S x . .  . .
 .   .  .:  .Proof. Put c x, y, u s M x, y , h u, x for each x, y, u g X =
 .C = X. Since X is compact and h is continuous, h X = X is bounded in
E. By Lemma 3.1, we can easily check that c is continuous. Thus the
result of Theorem 3.1 follows directly from Theorem 2.1.
The following theorem can be easily obtained from Theorem 2.2;
THEOREM 3.2. Let X, C, E, Y, P, S, and T be as in Theorem 2.2. Let
 .F s L E, Y , and h: X = X ª E be a continuous function.
Suppose that
 .  .   .:i for each x, y g X = C, the mapping u ¬ y, h u, x is natural
P-quasicon¨ ex; and
 .   .:  .ii y, h x, x g P for all x, y g X = C.
Then there exists a solution of the following ¨ector quasi¨ ariational-like
 .equality VQV-LI :
 .  .  .VQV-LI Find x g S x and y g T x such that
 :  4y , h x , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . .  .
 .  .  .Remark. 1 We notice that WVQV-LI is a weak form of VQV-LI .
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 .  .2 When Y s R, WVQV-LI in Theorem 3.1 becomes the follow-
ing quasivariational-like inequality for multifunctions, which has been
w xstudied by Kum 12 :
 .  .  .QV-LI Find x g S x and y g T x such that
 :M x , y , h x , x G 0 for all x g S x . .  . .
 .  .  .3 When M x, y s y, WVQV-LI in Theorem 3.1 becomes the
following vector quasivariational-like inequality for multifunctions;
 .  .  .WVQV-LI 9 Find x g S x and y g T x such that
 :y , h x , x f yint K for all x g S x . .  .
 .We notice that WVQV-LI 9 is a more generalized form than the vector
w xquasivariational inequality considered by Chen and Cheng 3 .
 .  .  .4 When S x ' X and M x, y s y and T is a single valued
 .mapping, WVQV-LI in Theorem 3.1 becomes the following vector quasi-
variational-like inequality for vector valued mappings, which has been
w xinvestigated by Yang 24 :
 .WVQV-LI 0 Find x g X such that
 :T x , h x , x f yint K for all x g X . .  .
 .  .5 When T is a single valued mapping, VQV-LI in Theorem 3.2
becomes the following vector quasivariational-like inequality for vector
w xvalued mappings, which has been studied by Lee et al. 15
 .  .VQV-LI 9 Find x g S x such that
 :  4T x , h x , x f yP _ 0 for all x g S x . .  .  .
 .We notice that WVQV-LI 9 is a more generalized form than the vector
w xquasivariational inequality considered by Giannessi 10 .
4. VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Now, we give the relationship between a kind of the vector variational
inequality for multifunctions and a vector optimization problem involving
nondifferentiable Lipschitz functions.
First we recall Clarke's generalized directional derivatives and general-
w xized gradient of Lipschitz functions in 9 .
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DEFINITION 4.1. The function h: Rn ª R is said to be Lipschitz if there
exists a positive constant k such that
< < 5 5 nh x y h x F k x y x for all x , x g R . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
DEFINITION 4.2. Let h: Rn ª R be Lipschitz.
 . n1 The generalized directional derivative of h at x g R in the
n 0 .direction ¨ g R , denoted by h x; ¨ , is given by
0 y1h x ; ¨ s lim sup l h y q l¨ y h y . .  .  .
yªx
qlª0
 . n  .2 The generalized gradient of h at x g R , denoted by ­ h x , is
defined as
n 0  : n­ h x s j g R : h x ; ¨ G j , ¨ for all ¨ g R . 4 .  .
w x nDEFINITION 4.3 20 . Let h: R ª R be Lipschitz. The function h is
said to be invex with respect to h if there exists a function h: Rn = Rn ª Rn
such that
h x y h u G h0 u; h x , u for all x , u g Rn . .  .  . .
The following theorem summarizes some of the fundamental results
 .concerning ­ h x .
w x  .  .THEOREM 4.1 9 . 1 ­ h x is a nonempty con¨ex and compact subset
n 5 5  .of R and j F k for any j g ­ h x .
 .  .2 The multifunction x ¬ ­ h x is closed.
 . n3 For e¨ery ¨ g R ,
0  :h x ; ¨ s max j , ¨ : j g ­ h x . 4 .  .
 . n pRemark. Let f s f , . . . , f : R ª R be a function, where f is a1 p i
Lipschitz function for all i. Let X be a nonempty subset of Rn and
 .  .  .­ f x [ ­ f x = ??? = ­ f x for any x g X. Then by Theorem 4.1 and1 p
w x  .Proposition 7 in 1, p. 73 , the multifunction x ¬ ­ f x is a compact
and u.s.c. multifunction from X into Rn=p with nonempty compact convex
values.
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, we can obtain the following theorem.
 . n pTHEOREM 4.2. Let f f , . . . , f : R ª R be a function, where f is a1 p i
Lipschitz function for all i, X be a nonempty compact con¨ex subset of Rn,
 .  .  . n n n­ f x [ ­ f x = ??? = ­ f x for any x g X, and h: R = R ª R is a1 p
continuous function.
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Suppose that
 .  . n = p   .:i for each x, y g X = R , the mapping u ¬ y, h u, x is
p p  p  .natural R -quasicon¨ ex, where R [ x g R : x s x , . . . , x , x G 0,q H 1 p i
4i s 1, . . . , p ; and
 .   .: p  . n = pii y, h x, x g R for all x, y g X = R .H
 .Then there exists x g X and y g ­ f x such that
p :  4y , h x , x f yR _ 0 for all x g X . . H
 .Consider the following vector optimization problem P :
Minimize f x , . . . , f x .  . .1 p P .
subject to x g X ,
where X is a nonempty subset of Rn.
 .We say that x g X is an efficient solution of P if for any x g X,
p  4f x , . . . , f x y f x , . . . , f x f yR _ 0 . .  .  .  . .  .1 p 1 p H
 . n pLet f s f , . . . , f : R ª R be a function, where f is a Lipschitz1 p i
 .  .  .function for all i and ­ f x [ ­ f x = ??? = ­ f x for any x g X.1 p
THEOREM 4.3. Let f be in¨ex with respect to h. Suppose that x g X is ai
 .solution of the ¨ector ¨ariational-like inequality for multifunctions VV-LI :
 .  .VV-LI Find x g X and y g ­ f x such that
p :  4y , h x , x f yR _ 0 for all x g X . . H
 .Then x g X is an efficient solution of P .
 .Proof. Suppose that x g X is not an efficient solution of P . Then
p .  .  4there exists x* g X such that f x* y f x g yR _ 0 . It follows fromH
the invexity of f thati
p :  4y , h x*, x g yR _ 0 , . H
which contradicts the assumption.
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